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A Survey On Script Remembrance Of Different
Indic Natives
Buddha Hari Kumar, P. Chitra
Abstract: Due to recent advancements widespread in digitalized processing, script identification has become most prominent. It concerns with
identifying multi-lingual scripts. Optical Character Recognition (OCR) has become promising technique in character reorganization. The primary
objective of OCR is to optically sense characters that are machine printed/ hand written. Howbeit, no complete OCR system exists for most of the Indian
scripts in recognizing characters perfectly. This paper reviews various methods exploited on character recognition for Indic scripts.
Index Terms: Hand written characters, Indic Scripts, OCR, Segmentation.
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1 INTRODUCTION
INDIA is a place that takes pride in being a personification of
unity in diversity. Due to its cultural and geographical vastness
more than 17 scripts and 1500 spoken languages has been
developed. With such diversity the language barriers can be
transcend only with mass communication and can be achieved
by electronic technology [1,2]. Processing of documents
automatically has become prominent among technological
development. Automatic character recognition optically in a
given document is known as Optical Character Recognition
(OCR). OCR has become a shove due to its potential benefits
in scientific advancements and can convert multilingual
manuscripts to machine readable code. A considerable effort
has been made to process the Indian scripts. In day to day life
copious applications such as automated bill payments in
customer centric departments, bookkeeping systems in
educational institutions,
deciphering system in automatic
vehicles, recognising number plates etc., have been offered by
OCR systems [1].This paper organises as follows section 2
deals with the methodologies in OCR, section 3 provides with
OCR in Indian scripts whereas section 4 gives the related
work about OCR systems and concludes in section 5.

2 OCR METHODOLOGIES
The outset towards recognition of document is adaptation of
scripts to images and these images cannot be ruled out. Thus
text areas have to be differentiated initially and then are to be
differentiated initially and then are to be processed for
obtaining lines, words and then characters [3]. The obtained
features are then compared with reference characters to find
the class which they belong to. The block diagram of OCR
system is shown in Fig 1.
OCR can be obtained as follows
2.1 Layout Testing
In this the text areas are taken from the images.
2.2 Pre-Processing
It involves in ————————————————
correction, removal of noise, digitalization of
 images
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2.4 Extracting Features
The process of obtaining character attributes from an
individual character that are distinct from others is known as
extraction.
2.5 Categorization
The features that are obtained from extraction are classified to
make decisions to which the pattern belongs.In automatic
recognition, document extracting and feature identification with
less error is a prominent task. Features with good discerning
capabilities are exploited for phase recognition [4,5]. The
character recognition in identifying the features is as follows:
Topological characteristics:
These are extracted from the input characters and are mostly
tolerant to aberrations. Some on the typical characteristics
includes strokes.
Statistical characteristics:
These characteristics are derived from the statistical
distribution of characters that includes loci, zoning and
moments. Statistical characteristics are less complex, offers
high speed and are invariable to font change.
Correlation characteristics:
It includes distance measure based on point to point analysis
of the input. Besides these characteristics are less robust to
noise and are invariant to relative transformations.
Transformation characteristics:
In order to emphasize the input characteristics transformation
methods such as Fourier transforms, Wavelet transforms etc
are employed. Exploitation of transformation methods
mitigates dimensional distortion and noise in vectors [1,6].
Based on structural and statistical properties of the input
feature selection is accomplished for a given problem. These
features are fed to classifier to identify the inputs to which they
belong. Some standard techniques exploited for feature
selection are Neural network approach for high speed and
accuracy, Statistical approach for boundary separation and
Neighbourhood approach for distance measure and are cost
effective.
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Fig 1: Block Diagram of OCR

3 OCR IN INDIAN SCRIPTS
Advances in research and development in OCR systems leads
to scripts that are not constrained and hand written recognition
is still rare. Researches shows that Indian scripts are phonetic
in nature with characteristics such as
 They contain vowels, consonants and composite
characters such as syllable or coda.
 It contains mantras which is a combination of vowel
and consonant.
 Most of the Indian scripts consist of their own
numerical representations.
Attempts have been made till date to develop OCR sytems for
Indian Scripts such as Devanagari, Gujarathi, Bengali, Telugu,
Oriya, Tamil, Malayalam, Kannada. Figure 2 shows some of
the Indian Scripts where unconstrained OCR systems have
been developed.

4 RELATED WORK
Abdul Kawsar Tushar et al. [1] proposed a method to mitigate
delay constraints in character Recognition. This method
exploits Conventional Neural Networks (CNN) technique with
dropout data and back propagation for data fitting and error
deduction respectively in Indic scripts.Konkimalla Chandra
Prakash et al. [2] contributed his work on three major factors
(a) deep learning OCR algorithm (b) Telugu characters data
base and (c) client-server solution for online exploitation. In
this CNN based segmentation algorithm is used for Telugu
character recognition and can be further extended to segment
characters with gunintham and vatu.Gaurav Kumar et al. [3]
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presented CNN method for Devangiri Script recognition of
21969 hand-written images. This method provides
comparative results with SVM and KNN algorithms in terms of
accuracy and shows that the Deep CNN (DCNN) with
convolution features and dropout layer results in high
accuracy. Ayan Kumar Bhunia et al. [4] proposed the work
based on segmenting the hand-written word/character images
into three (upper, middle, lower) zones horizontally. Zone
segmentation improves character recognition performance by
reducing distinct class components.
The middle zone
characters are recognized by HMM based Viterbi approach
which is mostly overlapping. The residues in upper and lower
zones obtained in the character boundary are combined to
attain final word. In this frame work water reservoir based
properties has been incorporated to detect boundary defects
of a character and to enhance zone segmentation. For the
middle zone recognition Pyramid Histogram of Oriented
Gradient window technique is exploited for better efficacy.
Shobha Rani N et al. [5] proposed an iterative approach for
overlapping Telugu characters which are usually found in
handwritten documents. Using horizontal projection profile
(HPP) and vertical projection profile (VPP) the document is
segmented initially into lines and then to words. Initially the
VPP of each word is segmented into characters that are
characterized into valid and invalid characters, where the
invalid characters in the word are considered as overlapping/
touching characters. Secondly these valid and invalid
characters are differentiated among data base and segmented
blocks of the valid characters by correlation method whilst, the
invalid characters are processed by iterative split analysis
separately using sampling technique. Thus this method
provides better efficacy for overlapping characters at word
level. Besides it offers higher skew due to large number of
iterations taken while splitting higher invalid blocks. Jeelen
Kumar Sarungbam et al. [6] proposed a definite wavelet transform cum template matching and translation technique to
detect and identify the language and script automatically. This
method provides better performance in detecting the language
offered by the LDC IL. Besides this it offers deprived results to
other fonts with different structures. S.Basavaraj Patil et al. [7]
presented a model for Kannada and English characters
recognition. In this Bilingual Neural Network OCR system is
exploited for automation of multilingual scripts. The proposed
recognition model contains of dynamic feature extractors,
network classifiers, and image processors. Image preprocessor recognizes the bilingual documents and executes
segmentation into lines and words and grey to two tone
conversions. Dynamic feature extractor extorts equal number
of features from each word irrespective of word size. This
method accepts the words and is further segmented into
characters and to ASCII values to improve effectiveness.
Chirag I Patel et al. [8] presented a study on models of ANN
and presents different Neural Network methods for pattern
recognition. In this epoch, number and size of hidden layers
are considered and also used multi-layer feed-forward network
with back-propagation. For normalization, segmentation and
de-skewing pre-processing techniques are applied on
character for recognition. Bindu Philipet et al. [9] proposed
segmentation algorithm for recognising Malayalam characters
which is based on the distinctive features of machine printed
lines. Along each row of binary image matrix cross sectional
analysis is performed thereby forming separate distinctive
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features. Finally based upon Support Vector Machine method
the character is recognised. B.M. Sagar et al. [10] proposed
pre-processing, post-processing and character recognition
technique for Kannada Script for analysing grammatical errors.
The post-processing method exploits dictionary based
approach method to increase the accuracy of the system. To
implement the Kannada dictionary, Ternary Search Tree is
used for character recognition. Gopal Datt Joshi et al. [11]
presents a method for character recognition to identify Indian
Scripts. This method exploits hierarchical classification that
utilizes reliable features with human acuity. Those features
can be obtained by exploiting multi channel Log Gabor filter. In
this the script is classified into five classes and is subdivided
into specific features in the next stage. The features that are
globally extracted from a given text of the document do not
require complex segmentation into characters or lines. Thus
this method is robust to skew and can be used for many
practical applications with high volumes of data. Judith
Hochberg et al. [12] depicted a model to identify the scripts
which are stored automatically in image form. This approach
forms a set of symbols/templates for each script in document
by clustering text symbols from a trained document and
represented by its centroid. This cluster consists of unique
characters for identification and is searched by sectional
approach thereby reducing noise.

5 CONCLUSION
TABLE 1: RELATED WORK
References

Script

Jeelen Kumar
Sarungbam

Bengali,
Assame and
Manipuri

Abdul Kawsar
Tushar

Urdu, Bangla,
Hindi

B.M. Sagar

Kannada

Gopal Datt
Joshi

Indian
Language
Scripts

Shobha Rani
N
Konkimalla
Chandra
Prakash
Gaurav
Kumar
Ayan Kumar
Bhunia

Telugu
Telugu

Devanagari
Devangiri,
Bangla

Judith
Hochberg

Devangiri

S.Basavaraj
Patil

Kannada,
English

Bindu Philipet

Malayalam

Chirag I Patel

English

Method
Wavelet
Transform
Cum
TemplateMatching
Transfer
Learning
Ternary
Search Tree
Log-Gabor
Filtering
Iterative Split
Analysis
Convolutional
Neural
Network
Convolutional
Neural
Network
HMM Based
Approach
Sectional
Approach
Bilingual
Neural
Network
Support
Vector
Machine
(Svm) Method
Back
propagation
Neural
Network

Accuracy (%)

95

97.12
92
97.11
91.17
80

99.07%

94.51
98
93

96.99

80
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scripts in an OCR system. For characters, words, text and
pages many identification techniques have been proposed at
different levels. In the area of OCR script identification is still
constrained and is difficult to attain conclusive results.
Researches show that CNN is one of the most effective
techniques for script identification whilst SVM is an efficient
classifier. It can be conclude that even though several
encroachments have been made but for script identification
additional research is necessary.
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